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Thm: Metropolis relaxes in poly (n) maxxeT).

Corollary. When EM win) we can sample PMs in Plan for Today
near-Pm

prly (n) time.
- Bipartite perfect matchings: Break from Markov chains:

Let us = (matchings with monomers =53.
Jervum. Sinclair -Vigoda]

- correlation decay
Thm: Metropolis on degu Wtab with

- Weitz's algorithm for the hardcore model
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relaxes in poly(n) time for bipartite
graphs.



Hardcore Model Question: Where is $CA) coming from?

(A1)- branching trees
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Thm: x =>Dobrushin fast mixing Suppose we have one of these trees

[Weitz]
oGlamber of large height. How much do

Thm: When x 5115) xc(D) => IPTAC
deterministic

leaves influence the roof?

XcB)=CDD *vProof leaves in configis
Note: This doesn't imply Glamber mixes fast Correlation Decay: As height-o

[S19]
We will prove this later in the course. the div ->o

Thm: For KK(15) - xc(D), fORAS is Np-hard. This happens when 1 [Xc(D).



(Weitz]: Correlation Day on trees

Correlation decay on (A1)-branching tree
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Note: This has beengeneralized to I

anti-ferromagnetic two-spin systems.
Claim:Proof
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e.g. Ising model

Algorithm: (think of m on 30, 132
-Approx 1Plin,juT I we will show how eastthanand ind
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- Multiply everything together and invert!

Thisenterprisi I
Sweetz]: Marginals can be estimated well from "root-1A. H Pchildislocal neighborhood!



What happens for the symmetric case? - When fixed point is attractive, the

Pchidi-Peuild;
marginal ofroot converges to a

unique distribution as height ->X
f Iderivative(s) - I basin of attractionold In this case basin of attraction - everywhere!

- When fixed point is repulsive, the

marginal of root oscillates based on

·Home
I

fixed
point oft

height parity. flf(x)) =x

*A): When derivativel=I at fixed point! ↑Fore
IW: ShowthishappensforxALCAPSis
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This is related to uniqueness of Gibbs

For $>dcCA) cc. Iderivativel3)! measure on infinite trees.



There is a transformation P such
-FAW General Trees

that

bounded befoothas Iderivatea

P
4(f(G1)= x 1997S(x) = xxd 4x)fp. off ---

guxs = 407o4 -
absolute asso
contraction

arbitrary boundary conditions

·go.... oge4()Sofa...0f(x)=4og
D =5)Pcuild,PchildP (

9is a contraction roof
d child
↑

multi-variate version of f
Note: In two-spin systems a

similar calculation defines Using the same transformed iteration

uniqueness threshold on trees. g:=40f (4x),4cxck-4cal)
Open Problem: For Ispins)>2, e.g., coloring, Then 9 is still a contraction.

everything is harder and in many
cases Open. 18981), <Is at all points



-This implies that if ·Self-Avoiding Walk Tree
I

⑧

110- P

leaves
"x TC =>leaves

P10vrex rooftopphish.A Graph: tree:

·
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⑦v vset to y
set to

- Regardless of how we set leaves write: The marginal

I
- Every node except those

the rest converges exponentially
of von graph

highlighted represents a path

fast to the same marginal.
= marginal on tree

from v that doesn't intersect
-We have to itself.
condition highlighted-So far: If x < xc(d) then
vertices in free

- Highlighted modes: Cycles going
brees have correlation decay

carefully. back 60 v.

- Question:How do we go from
- fix ordering on - cycle verbs:
tree traversal ledges

*I if crossing edge)
trees to general graphs.? going out of vertex) starting edge

X & otherwise



Spatial Mixing Self-Avoiding Walk Representation:

If trees have strong spatial
Let us condition a subset SCV of

mixing =>graphs have som
vertices to have 6,,62 values

The tree analysis (recursion +g()
Wear Spatial Mixing:

↑Tv (r00+16,, rort162) <sun)distreot,s)) actually shows strong spatial

exponentially decay
mixing. I

Storing Spatial Mixing: m strong Spatial Mixing =>Approx

duCroot/6, root 162)
func (dist(roots)

- To compute marginal of vi
where s=9v1 0.11 * GNB -Construct SAW tree, truncated

at depth 0lgn)
Strong Spatial Mixing allows us to condition

- Assign arbitrary boundary conditions
on vertices, as long as we do sonearby to free leaves.

consistently - Use recursion be compute marginals
error (18) 18"=wtl"S



Weitz's Algorithm Graphs =>Trees

- For vertex v, from the truncated
[weitz used for alg] (Godsil for matchings)

Ov y j2 --- Un

self-avoiding walk bree. xjob I

·
Ie "Ivxjwn

G S

()G(c) (G)
set new is so that: Prx--xxvsv·

=>yole - feCrY. FCUs-raTS exavioro2

A

- Fix leaves arbitrarily. -

DefineG: vix...VerVI

- Recursively compute PrCXr] in tree. 1I
Analysis: - Truncate in Olgn) depth I v. evief

To
y

- Approximation error (150192):prtsinttadreDo-rtOrvTDOLTWDiris- time: Size of tree - (A-) Olign
assuming this- nells As
is constant =poly (N)



But note that Note: When we came back to a

copy of v, say ";, if ji

6iCuiYSUITS/WiFS. IPwieIvits we have set that copy in G; to

Gp
1, and if ji, we have set

it

- XV. PcSwizolvize]
-
xPCWi

to 0. This is why the special

So we get recursive formula conditioning happens.

rcresstheaFi
-This is the same as tree recursion.

- We do the same thing for each Giti by

expanding the vertex wi and so on---


